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B4_E8_8B_B1_c83_252790.htm 2003、6Part Ⅲ Vocabulary and

Structure (20 minutes、 Directions: There are 30 incomplete

sentences it: this part、 For each sentence there are four choices

marked A、, B、, C、 and D、、 Choose cite ONE answer that

best completes the sentence、 Then mark the Corresponding letter

on the Answer Sheet with a single line through the centre、 41 We

know through painful experience that freedom is never by the

oppressor. it must be ________by the oppressed. A、required B

、requested C、demanded D、commanded 42 ________the

enormous flow of food from the entire globe, these countries have

for many years not felt any population pressure. A、 With regard to

B、Thanks to C、In line with D、By means of 43、 Three

university departments have been ________ $600,000 to develop

good practice in teaching and learning. A、awarded B、included C

、promoted D、secured 44 Mr、 Jones holds strong views against

video games and ________the closing of all recreation facilities for

such games. A、acknowledges B、advocates C、assists D、admits

45 In India more than one hundred languages are spoken, ________

which only fourteen are recognized as official. A、with B、within C

、in D、of 46、They were ________admission to the military

exhibition because they were foreigners.A、deprived B、declined C

、rejected D、denied 47、Many in the credit industry expect that

credit cards will eventually ________paper money for almost every



purchase.A、trade B、exchange C、replace D、reduce 48、 The

policeman declared that the blow on the victims head

________from behind. A、must have been made C、ought to have

been made B、would have been made D、should have been made

49、Any donation you can give will help us ________the suffering

and isolation of the homeless this New Year. A、ease B、lift C

、patch D、comfort 50、 The beam that is ________by a laser

differs in several ways from the light that comes out of a flashlight. A

、transported B、emitted C、translated D、motivated 51、She

had a tense expression on her face, ________she were expecting

trouble. A、even though C、even as B、now that D、as though 52

、 This research has attracted wide coverage in the ________and has

featured on BBC television’s Tomorrow’s World.A、 message B

、source C、media D、data 53、 Modern forms of transportation

and communication have done much to ________the isolation of

life in Alaska. A、break down C、break out B、break into D
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